
Akvo FLOW is a tool built specially for international development teams to monitor and
evaluate initiatives while working in diverse locations that are often remote or lacking reliable
basic infrastructure. It is designed for people who want to understand what is happening at a
given moment as well as over time, so they can make informed decisions that lead to secure,
sustainable development aid investments.

Historically, manual data collection was cumbersome.

Staff had to carry GPS, cameras and papers into the field.

Compilation involved paper forms, re-entered into

spreadsheets, and sent to headquarters to be filed away.

The manual data entry process meant high error rates.

Paper remained locked away in filing cabinets. Real results

were not measurable, visible or accessible. 

Akvo FLOW dramatically improves the accuracy of data

andmakes it easier to gather and share by using the best

available tool for this purpose – the smartphone. As data

is collected, it uploads automatically to the programme

dashboard so it can be made available and analysed in real

time by team members in various locations, as well as

published online in dedicated map interfaces. 

Smartphones. Dashboards. Online maps.
Akvo FLOW collects, manages, analyses and displays

geographically referenced monitoring and evaluation

data by using:

• Internet-based management tools: design surveys and
manage how they are distributed to smartphones

• Akvo FLOW app: staff in the field can conduct surveys
using the FLOW app on Android smartphones and send

the data to databases hosted online; colleagues can

design and send the survey questionnaires to field

staff over the air

• Maps and dashboards: makes it easy to manage phone
users, create surveys and generate online maps to view,

explore and share survey data

Monitoring data. Over time.
The ability to see how data changes over time is a critical

part of monitoring a project. Using the Akvo FLOW

monitoring feature, teams can return to a previously

mapped point at a later date and update or add to the

information that is associated with that point in the

database. This ability to track the performance of data

points over time means it is easier to understand whether

or not work is effective.

Understand what is happening now and over time

Nepal WASH Alliance,
using Akvo FLOW



Automatic updates The FLOW app can now update itself
automatically whenever a new version is available. When

the app is opened, it contacts the dashboard for the latest

news. If a new version is available, the user can download

and install it immediately.

Support As a critical piece of supporting FLOW users, support
resources for Akvo FLOW are available in a number of ways: 

• Embedded help items within the dashboard user interface
• User documentation site with detailed articles about the
core tasks on the dashboard

• Dedicated Akvo FLOW support portal
http://flowhelp.akvo.org 

• Improved training materials, Quick Start and Smartphone
guides for new users

• New guidelines for submitting feature requests and bug
reports

• Dedicated support email, support@akvoflow.org, where
partners can send questions and suggestions which are

automatically forwarded into the FLOW support portal

Akvo FLOW is available now and includes a FLOW

dashboard set up, the FLOW Android app for conducting

surveys and sending data from the field, and access to

dedicated Akvo FLOW support and documentation sites.

See http://akvo.org/products/pricing/ for information
on implementation cost. 

Field proven. Ready to scale.
Since the first version was introduced in 2010 by US-based

NGO Water For People, FLOW has been proven in use around

the world by teams tasked with ensuring development

activity is working, and by governments managing hard-to-

reach assets in the field, such as water points and schools. 

In 2012, Akvo and Water For People entered into an agree -

ment for Akvo to further develop FLOW — to make it an

open source tool that can be run as an online service that

is user-friendly, well-supported and affordable. Since then,

Akvo has been working to introduce it across the inter -

national development community at scale, integrating

FLOW into organisations’ workflows, systems and websites. 

A collaborative journey. Key milestones.
In addition to the monitoring feature, Akvo has added a

number of features and enhancements that build on the

strength of the original tool but improve the core user

experience and make FLOW easier and quicker to deploy.

These include:

Double data entry Some types of data, such as unique
identifiers, social security numbers, and email addresses,

are very important to get right, but easy to get wrong. The

double data entry option requires the user to type the data

twice, and only to proceed if the two fields are identical.

FLOW users can specify this as an option on free text

questions when they define a survey.

Survey translations Using the Akvo FLOW dashboard and
the FLOW app together, translations for surveys can be

entered on the dashboard and made available on the FLOW

app, which allows data collectors in the field to conduct

surveys in their local language.

Akvo FLOW dashboard redesign The latest version of
Akvo FLOW provides a user-friendly set of tab icons that

reflect core FLOW task areas such as Surveys, Devices,

Data, Reports, Maps and Users, making it easy for users

to navigate the system.

Basic system requirements

Computer, modern Web browser,

internet connection, Android

smartphone running Android OS 2.3+

with integrated GPS and camera,

andawireless and/or mobile data

connection, spreadsheet application

that supports .xls and .txt, such as

Microsoft Excel 2007 or LibreOffice 4.0+.

Who benefits?

Enumerators, field managers,

projectmanagers, decision makers,

governments, donors, community

members.

About Akvo

Akvo builds open source Internet and

mobile software that is used to make

international development cooperation

and aid activity more effective and

transparent. We provide the software

as a service to our partners, backed by

apartner-support and training team.

New user
interface
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